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Abstract

Existing examinations in postgraduate education and continuing medical education (CME) are not perfect. Modern assessment does not reflect disadvantages of older responders, for whom more time for reply is needed. Specialists with wide clinical experience may choose more than one correct answer in alternative questions. Reduced ability to remember in older people restricts examination without additional sources of information.

We offer an individualised system for testing doctors. It provides personalised choice of examination questions using multiple choice questions with weight characteristics and absence of distractors, interactive cooperation in case of negative answers and the final decision of an expert in relation to the person tested. A special algorithm is proposed for typical questions that combines the advantages of known approaches to testing. The questioning system is complex for the creators of tests but is more convenient and objective than existing ones for medical doctors.

Introduction

Computerised examinations may be obligatory for candidates for a medical specialty. Multiple choice questions are widely used in the traditional type of objective assessments. Respondents are asked to select one correct answer out of the choices from a list, named short answer questions [1,2]. This test task is considered as the “closed” type of question, offering multiple or alternative choices and also providing the possibility to match or sequence answers to each question. The number of possible answers usually varies between three and five. The correct answer is called key and the incorrect answers are called distractors [3].

This absolutely contrasts with the “multiple response question”, another “closed or closed-ended” type of question. There is more than one answer which may be considered as correct. The correct answer earns a set number of points or percentage toward the total mark. It is named “the weight” of multiple response questions [4] which usually varies from 20 to 100%.

The scholastic Assessment Test, or SAT Reasoning Test, simply - the SAT, awards partial credit for unanswered questions or penalises applicants for incorrect answers. The new redesigned version of the SAT which seems to be very promising was announced in 2014 by College Board [5] and was launched in 2016.

Advanced “open or open-ended” type of questions, which involves a free response or additions to the existing answer, has already been used in modern assessments. Multiple response questions with weight data, SAT or open types of questions have not been used widely in CME examinations or for medical specialist assessments [6]. Even the Pearson VUE Examsoft University, for example does not employ the modern approach in medical specialties exams [7].

Taking into account the different levels of training in different countries [8,9], with older people performing badly, creating a new approach to assessing knowledge is highly advisable.

Methodology

We have developed a new technical solution for medical testing in Medical Academy of postgraduate education (dep of nephrology). It’s based on clinical knowledge, experience and the psychophysiological features of the physician who is undergoing an assessment. The basis of this approach is an integrated exam system with personalisation of the responder. There are 3 parts (A,B,C) in the shown algorithm: A) choice of questions depending on the individual features of the doctor being examined, B) multiple choice questions with weight characteristics, and open steps algorithm for each response, and C) individual analysis of response (Figure 1).

Individualisation of the testing procedure concerns both its parts - the choice of questions and the analysis of the answers (Figure 2). The first part takes into account age, work experience, and the reaction of the tested person to questions (the evaluation is performed automatically on the basis of physiognomic signs, delayed response time, the readiness of the respondent to start the exam, etc.). For some categories including females, people above 50 years of age or inexperienced, non-native speakers, an additional 15% examination time has been added. Physiognomic features are being tested now. Beta-version usage includes the mood and readiness of the responder to start an examination and individual examination for persons with limited mental abilities.

It should be emphasized that in most cases (up to 80% of questions), possible answers do not have distractors, what distinguishes testing for doctors from testing students’ knowledge.
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The fundamental background is based on well-known platform [10]. We have used up to date knowledge with the stem formed from clinical cases. Each clinical case is divided into 6-20 blocks representing onset, progression, management, follow-up and prophylaxis. It includes extended or ancillary classical material [11], presented by detailed description of a clinical case study, morphological or virtual pictures, laboratory analysis, dynamic graphs or tables, in reference to a case study that had been presented in the previous block.

The stem ends with a lead-in question, explaining how the respondent should reply. If the key answer has become negative (false), the question is formulated once more in a different manner. It means that the question has adaptive characteristics giving a chance to the responder for a correct reply. Correct replies may include groups of key words/phrases. In cases of incomplete answers, the person being tested will still get some credits.

The most important feature of the proposed approach is the friendly interface of communication. If the doctor did not answer the key question (from which the branched algorithm of the examination begins), he is formulated differently (assuming that the doctor simply did not understand the question). In fact, in this way, the adaptability of test knowledge control is realized.

The following categories of question structure are used in clinical cases questions. They are mixed in each clinical case depending on the content [12,13].

OPEN type questions
- Alternative answer - "yes" and "no"
- One Choice Answer - one correct answer out of 5 following presented or vice versa - one wrong reply from 4-5 correct statements presented
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CLOSED types questions
• Multiple Choice Answer - two or more correct answers of 5 statements (choose the correct answers) or two or more incorrect replies (choose incorrect keys). Remember that a distractor is an incorrect option in a multiple-choice question
• Summative scales (Likert - type scale)
• Matching - the respondent is invited to match elements of two lists
• Sequencing - a candidate needs to present the elements of a list in sequence
• The creation of information content - the subject must choose the most significant one from the provided libraries
• The creation of complexity - the subject needs to collect (like a puzzle) the correct answer from the list or library provided, including distractors with a negative value

How it works?
The integrated adaptive examination aimed at the final diagnosis and treatment in cases. Each assessment is based on integrated knowledge derived from an academic discipline taking into account the doctor’s own experience [15,16]. It is interesting that there are online tests that allow the doctor to understand the correctness of the chosen specialty [17] (Figures 1-3, Figure 6).

Sample screenshots 1, 2 (Figures 3 and 4)
For the very experienced person, the results may be as follows
Sample screenshot 3 (Figure 5)

The pilot project will be proposed for
• Experienced doctors above the age of 45 years
• Volunteers

Conclusion
The existing system for assessing knowledge in postgraduate medical education as well as CME is not perfect. It does not take into account the doctor’s physical capabilities (age, sex, professional experience, etc.) and psycho-emotional characteristics. So, assessments may not fully evaluate the doctor’s knowledge and his/her professional skills.

We suggest using a more comprehensive and friendly examination giving additional opportunities for older doctors, those with limited abilities or disablement and for those who have difficulty in finding the only correct solution,

We provide an individualized approach for testing based on integrated analysis of personal features of respondents, multiple choice questions with weight characteristics, open steps algorithm for each response, adaptive questions, free explanation and individual analysis by experts for low weight responses.

We propose allowing electronic devices to be used during a time-limited examination. This may help to achieve a satisfactory result for specialists.

Glossary
Assessment - refers to the wide variety of methods or tools that educators use to evaluate, measure, and document the academic readiness, learning progress, skill acquisition, or educational needs (http://edglossary.org/assessment) Examination - a spoken or written test of knowledge, especially an important one (http://www.ldocheonline.com/Education-topic/exam)
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